PAIRED ACTIVITY

“HEAVEN IS MYTH, BUT HIMACHAL IS REAL”

The students of EBSB Club organized a Pairing Band Competition on 31st January, 2020 from 08:30 am onwards. Students as well as teachers of Marian College Kuttikkanam (Autonomous) actively participated in this competition. All the members of EBSB Club volunteered for the same. Banner of the event is made in an eco-friendly manner.

A student will be given the article number and another student will be given the description of the article. Students should find their pair according to this article number and description and then they both should make it their Instagram Story and mention EBSB Club in this. This is not only a Competition, but also an awareness program for the students about the Indian Constitution. The first three team to tag EBSB Club will get a prize of Rs.500/-. Sonalika and Rameesha from 2nd BSc Mathematics, Daiony Mathew from 2nd B.Com A and Sanjay from 2nd BA Economics and two students from 1st year were gathered prizes in this competition.